Collectively, seamounts form a significant biome the size of Europe with important but heavily depleted fisheries (see Box 12 on page 206 of this issue [Etnoyer et al., 2010]). Recently, large seamount tracts have been put aside as protected areas (see Pitcher et al., 2010). Yet, we remain largely ignorant of the dynamics of fish and other nektonic organism movements around seamounts. Hence, there is a pressing need for a survey tool to effectively monitor how stocks respond to management closures, and to determine which fisheries might actually be sustainable.

Ocean acoustics waveguide remote sensing (OAWRS) is such a technique. OAWRS was developed recently for instantaneous imaging and continuous monitoring of fish populations and marine life over continental-shelf-scale areas, covering thousands of square kilometers, at a rate tens of thousands to millions of times greater than that of conventional methods. This rate is possible because OAWRS relies on the capacity of the ocean environment to behave as an acoustic waveguide, in which sound propagates over long ranges via trapped modes. With these modes, generated sound waves suffer only cylindrical spreading loss rather than the spherical loss suffered in conventional fish-finding technologies. To form an instantaneous OAWRS image, a vertical source array sends out a short broadband transmission of sound that is omnidirectional in the horizontal (Figure 1).

Outgoing sound waves reflect from both the sea surface and seafloor to form vertical standing waves called waveguide modes. These waveguide modes are analogous to the normal modes of a vibrating guitar string, where the entire ocean water column acts like the plucked string. As the waveguide modes propagate, they interact with and scatter from environmental features. Scattered returns from these features are continuously recorded by a horizontally towed line array of receivers (Figure 1) and charted with respect to the receiver array as a function of range (i.e., distance) and bearing (i.e., angle) in the horizontal by temporal matched filtering and planewave beamforming. Typical resolutions are on

**Figure 1.** Schematic diagram of bistatic ocean acoustics waveguide remote sensing (OAWRS) system used in the Gulf of Maine in 2006.
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the order of tens of meters in range and one degree in bearing. Continuous monitoring with OAWRS produces unaliased, wide-area movies of the spatial and temporal distributions of fish populations that can reveal lateral behavioral patterns over tens of thousands of square kilometers (Makris et al., 2006).

The OAWRS technique was used in the Gulf of Maine, on the northern flank of Georges Bank, to instantaneously image vast Atlantic herring (Clupea harengus) shoals during the fall 2006 spawning season (Makris et al., 2009a,b). Each instantaneous OAWRS image surveyed an area 100 km in diameter every 75 s (Figure 2A). The herring shoals were observed to form rapidly near sunset for spawning activities, stretch for tens of kilometers, and contain hundreds of millions of herring. The shoal in Figure 2B, for example, contains roughly 250 million herring (about 50,000 tonnes, or more than ten times the annual fishing quota).

Seamounts and ridges have previously been visualized using the OAWRS technique (Makris et al., 1995). Although OAWRS has not yet been applied to study marine life around a seamount, the technique shows great potential for providing real-time visualization of fish, krill (Jagannathan et al., 2009), and other nekton in such environments, given its success on the slopes of Georges Bank.
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